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2. Xuan Wang, Yu Zhang, Qi Li, Cathy Wu, and Jiawei Han, "PENNER: Pattern-enhanced Nested Named Entity Recognition in Biomedical Literature", Proc. 2018 Int. Conf. on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM'18), Madrid, Spain, Dec. 2018
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41. Chenguang Wang, Yangqi Song, Haoran Li, Ming Zhang, and Jiawei Han, “Unsupervised Meta-path Selection for Text Similarity Measure based on Heterogeneous Information Networks”, Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery (DNKD), to appear 2018

42. Jingbo Shang, Jialu Liu, Meng Jiang, Xiang Ren, Clare R Voss, Jiawei Han, “Automated Phrase Mining from Massive Text Corpora”, accepted by IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, Feb., 2018
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9. Jiaming Shen, Zeqiu Wu, Dongming Lei, Jingbo Shang, Xiang Ren, Jiawei Han, “SetExp: Corpus-based Set Expansion via Context Feature Selection and Rank Ensemble”, in Proc. of 2017 European Conf. on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECMLPKDD’17), Skopje, Macedonia, Sept. 2017

10. Liyuan Liu, Xiang Ren, Qi Zhu, Shi Zhi, Huan Gui, Heng Ji and Jiawei Han, “Heterogeneous Supervision for RelationExtraction: A Representation Learning Approach”, in Proc. of 2017 Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP’17), Copenhagen, Denmark, Sept. 2017

11. Honglei Zhuang, Chi Wang, Fangbo Tao, Lance Kaplan and Jiawei Han, “Identifying Semantically Deviating Outlier Documents”, in Proc. of 2017 Conf. on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP’17), Copenhagen, Denmark, Sept. 2017
12. Meng Jiang, Jingbo Shang, Taylor Cassidy, Xiang Ren, Lance Kaplan, Timothy Hanratty and Jiawei Han, "MetaPAD: Meta Pattern Discovery from Massive Text Corpora", in Proc. of 2017 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'17), Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, Aug. 2017
13. Yu Shi, Po-Wei Chan, Honglei Zhuang, Huan Gui and Jiawei Han, "PreP: Path-Based Relevance from a Probabilistic Perspective in Heterogeneous Information Networks", in Proc. of 2017 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'17), Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, Aug. 2017
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22. Lifu Huang, Jonathan May, Xiaomai Han, Heng Ji, Xiang Ren, Jiawei Han, Lin Zhao, James A. Hendler, "Liberal Entity Extraction: Rapid Construction of Fine-Grained Entity Typing Systems", Big Data, 5(1):19-31, 2017
23. Xiang Ren, Meng Jiang, Jingbo Shang and Jiawei Han, "Building Structured Databases of Factual Knowledge from Massive Text Corpora", (conference tutorial), Proc. of 2017 ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD'17), June 2017.
25. Xiang Ren, Zeqiu Wu, Wenqi He, Meng Qu, Clare Voss, Heng Ji, Tarek Abdelzaher and Jiawei Han, "CoType: Joint Extraction of Typed Entities and Relations with Knowledge Bases", in Proc. of 2017 World-Wide Web Conf. (WWW'17), Perth, Australia, Apr. 2017.
26. Chao Zhang, Keyang Zhang, Quan Yuan, Haoru Peng, Yu Zheng, Tim Hanratty, Shaowen Wang and Jiawei Han, "Regions, Periods, Activities: Uncovering Urban Dynamics via Cross-Modal Representation Learning", in Proc. of 2017 World-Wide Web Conf. (WWW'17), Perth, Australia, Apr. 2017.
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28. Chao Zhang, Quan Yuan, and Jiawei Han, "Bringing Semantics to Spatiotemporal Data Mining: Challenges, Methods, and Applications" (Conference tutorial), Proc of 2017 IEEE Int. Conf on Data Engineering (ICDE'17), San Diego, California, Apr. 2017.
29. Xiang Ren, Yuanhua Lv, Kuansan Wang and Jiawei Han, "Comparative Document Analysis for Large Text Corpora", in Proc. of 2017 ACM Int. Conf. on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM'17), Cambridge UK, Feb. 2017.
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31. Wenjun Jiang, Chenglin Xiao, Li Su, Qi Li, Shaohan Hu, Shiguang Wang, Jing Gao, Hengchang Liu, Tarek F. Abdelzaher, Jiawei Han, Xue Liu, Yan Gao, and Lance Kaplan, "Towards Quality Aware Information Integration in Distributed Sensing Systems", in IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems, 2017.
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1. Huan Gui, Jiali Liu, Fangbo Tao, Meng Jiang, Brandon T. Norick, and Jiawei Han, "Large-Scale Embedding Learning in Heterogeneous Event Data", in Proc. of 2016 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'16), Barcelona, Spain, Dec. 2016.
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30. Xia Li, Guangyu Zhou, Jingting Zhou, Ming Qu, and Jiawei Han, "Complexes Detection in Biological Networks via Diversified Dense Subgraphs Mining", in Proc. of 2016 Int. Conf. on Research in Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB’16), Los Angeles, CA, Apr., 2016
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32. Min Li, Jingjing Wang, Wenzhu Tong, Hongyan Gai, Xuli Ma, Yucheng Chen, Haoyuan Bai, Jiawei Han, "EKNOT: Event Knowledge from News and Opinions in Twitter", Proc. of AAAI Conf. on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI’16) (system demo), Phoenix, AZ, Feb. 2016

33. Jingjing Wang, Min Li, Jiawei Han and Xiaolong Wang, "Modeling Check-in Preferences with Multidimensional Knowledge: A Minimax Entropy Approach", in Proc. of 2016 Int. Conf. on Web Search and Data Mining (WSDM’16), San Francisco, CA, Feb. 2016
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53. Quanquan Gu, Chris Ding and Jiawei Han Han, "On Trivial Solution and Scale Transfer Problems in Graph Regularized NMF", in Proc. of 2011 Int. Joint Conf. on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI’11), Barcelona, Spain, July 2011.


55. Mohammad Meheyed Masud, Clay Woolam, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Jiawei Han,Kevin W. Hamlen, and Nikunj C. Oza, "Facing the Reality of Data Stream Classification: Coping with Scarcity of Labeled Data", Knowledge and Information Systems (KAIS), accepted, June 2011.

56. Sangkyum Kim, Winnie Cheng, Shang Guo, Laura Luan, Daniela Rosu, Abhijit Bose, "Polygraph: System for Dynamic Reduction of Fact and Query-based Data Cube Size", in Proc. of 2011 USENIX Annual Technical Conference (USENIX ATC’11), Portland, OR, June 2011 (Short paper)

57. Peixiang Zhao, Xiaolei Li, Dong Xin, and Jiawei Han, "Graph Cube: On Warehousing and OLAP MultidimensionalNetworks", in Proc. of 2011 ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD’11), Athens, Greece, June 2011 [slides]

58. Bolin Ding, Marianne Winslett, Jiawei Han, and Zhenhui Li, "Differentially Private Data Cube: Optimizing Noise Source and Consistency", in Proc. of 2011 ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD’11), Athens, Greece, June 2011. [slides]

59. Tim Weninger, Marina Danilevsky, Fabio Fumarola, Joshua Halpern, Jiawei Han, Ming Ji, Thomas J. Johnston, Surya Kallumadi, Hyungsul Kim, Zhijin Li, David Mccloskey, Yizhou Sun, Nathan E. TeGronhuis, Chi Wang, and Xiaoyu, "WinaCS: Construction and Analysis of Web-Based Computer Science Information Networks", in Proc. of 2011 ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD’11), (system demo paper), Athens, Greece, June 2011.


61. Latifur Khan, Wei Fan, Jiawei Han, Jing Gao, Mohammad Meheyed Masud, “Data Stream Mining: Challenges and Techniques”, (tutorial), The 15th Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge and Data Mining (PAKDD 2011), Shenzhen, China, May 2011.

62. Hossein Ahmadi, Tarek Abdelzaher, Jiawei Han, Raghu K. Ganti, and Nam Pham, "On Reliable Modeling of Open Cyber-physical Systems and Application to Green Transportation", in Proc. of 2011 ACM/IEEE Int. Conf. on Cyber-Physical Systems (IC CPS’11), Chicago, IL, Apr. 2011

63. Jiawei Han, “Exploring the Power of Heterogeneous Information Networks in Data Mining”, in Proc. of 2011 SIAM Conf. on Data Mining (SDM’11), Phoenix, AZ, Apr. 2011.

64. Zhijun Yin, Liangliang Cao, Jiawei Han, Jiebo Luo, and Thomas Huang, “Diversified Trajectory Pattern Ranking in Geo-tagged Social Media”, in Proc. of 2011 SIAM Conf. on Data Mining (SDM’11), Phoenix, AZ, Apr. 2011.

65. Hyungsul Kim, Manish Marwah, Martin Arlitt, Geoff Lyon, and Jiawei Han, “Unsupervised Disaggregation of Low Frequency Power Measurements”, in Proc. of 2011 SIAM Conf. on Data Mining (SDM’11), Phoenix, AZ, Apr. 2011.

66. David Lo, Bolin Ding, Lucia, and Jiawei Han, "Bidirectional Mining of Non-Redundant Recurrent Rules from a Sequence Database" Proc. of 2011 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE’10), Hannover, Germany, Apr. 2011.

67. Qiang Qu, Feida Zhu, Xifeng Yan, Jiawei Han, Philip S. Yu, and Hongyan Li, "Efficient Topological OLAP on Information Networks", in Proc. of 2011 Int. Conf. on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA’10), Hong Kong, Apr. 2011.

68. Jing Gao, Wei Fan, Deepak S. Turaga, Olivier Verscheure, Xiaoqiao Meng,Lu Su, Jiawei Han, "Consensus Extraction from Heterogeneous Detectors to Improve Performance over Network Traffic Anomaly Detection", in Proc. of 2011 IEEE INFOCOM Mini-Conff. (INFOCOM-Mini’10), Shanghai, China, Apr. 2011.
69. Zhijun Yin, Liangliang Cao, Jiawei Han, Chengxiang Zhai, and Thomas Huang, "Geographical Topic Discovery and Comparison", in Proc. of 2011 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW'11), Hyderabad, India, Mar. 2011 (Full paper).
70. Tim Weninger, Fabio Fumarola, Cindy Xide Lin, Rick Barber, Jiawei Han, and Donato Malerba, "Growing Parallel Paths for Entity-Page Discovery", in Proc. of 2011 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW'11), Hyderabad, India, Mar. 2011 (Poster paper)
71. Fabio Fumarola, Rick Barber, Tim Weninger, Donato Malerba, and Jiawei Han, "HyLiEn: A Hybrid Approach to General List Extraction on the Web", in Proc. of 2011 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW'11), Hyderabad, India, Mar. 2011 (Poster paper)
72. Manish Gupta, Yizhou Sun, and Jiawei Han, "Trust Analysis with Clustering", in Proc. of 2011 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW'11), Hyderabad, India, March 2011 (Poster paper)
73. Fabio Fumarola Tim Weninger, Rick Barber, Donato Malerba, and Jiawei Han, "Extracting General Lists from Web Documents: A Hybrid Approach", Int. Conf. on Industrial, Eng. and Other Applications of Applied Intel. Sys. (IEA/AIE'11), Syracuse, New York, USA, Mar. 2011.
74. Bolin Ding and Arnd Christian König, "Fast Set Intersection in Memory", accepted by PVLDB, 2011
75. Jie Yu, Xin Jin, Jiawei Han, Jiebo Luo, "Collection-based Sparse Label Propagation and Its Application on Social Group Suggestion from Photos", ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology (TIST), 2(2), 2011.
77. Xin Jin, Sangkyum Kim, Jiawei Han, Liangliang Cao, and Zhijun Yin, "Efficient Clustering of Large Datasets Based on Activity Detection Mining", Statistical Analysis and Data Mining, 4(1):11-29, 2011
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1. Tim Weninger, Fabio Fumarola, Rick Barber, Jiawei Han, and Donato Malerba, "Unstructured Results in Automatic List Extraction on the Web", SIGKDD Explorations, 12(2), Dec. 2010.
2. Manish Gupta, Rui Li, Zhijun Yin, and Jiawei Han, "Survey on Social Tagging Techniques", SIGKDD Explorations, 12(1):58-72, 2010.
3. Hei Sun, Jianbin Huang, Jiawei Han, Hongbo Deng, Peixiang Zhao, and Boqin Feng, "yskeleton-Cli: Density-based Network Clustering via Structure-Connected Tree Division or Agglomeration", in Proc. of 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'10), Sydney, Australia, Dec. 2010
4. Mohammad Masud, Qing Chen, Latifur Khan, Charu Aggarwal, Jing Gao, Jiawei Han, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "Addressing Concept-Evolution in Concept-Drifting Data Streams", in Proc. of 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'10), Sydney, Australia, Dec. 2010.
5. Bolin Ding, Yintao Yu, Bo Zhao, Cindy Xide Lin, Jiawei Han, and Chengxiang Zhai, "Keyword Search in Text Cube: Finding Top-K Aggregated Cell Documents", in Proc. of 2010 NASA Conference on Intelligent Data Understanding (CIDU2010), Mountain View, CA, Oct. 2010.
6. Lu An Tang, Xiao Yu, Sangkyum Kim, Jiawei Han, Chih-Chieh Hung, and Wen-Chih Peng, "Tru-Alarm: Trustworthiness Analysis of Sensor Networks in Cyber-Physical Systems", in Proc. of 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'10), Sydney, Australia, Dec. 2010.
7. Bo Zhao, Cindy Xide Lin, Ashok N. Srivastava, Nikunj C. Oza, and Jiawei Han, "Correlated Topics in a Scalable Multidimensional Text Cube: Algorithms and Aviation Safety Case Study", in Proc. of 2010 NASA Conference on Intelligent Data Understanding (CIDU2010), Mountain View, CA, Oct. 2010.
8. Jianbin Huang, Hei Sun, Jiawei Han, Hongbo Deng, Yizhou Sun, and Yaguang Liu, "SHRINK: A Structural Clustering Algorithm for Detecting Hierarchical Communities in Networks", in Proc. 2010 ACM Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM'10), Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2010.
9. Xin Jin, Jiawei Han, Liangliang Cao, Jiebo Luo, Bolin Ding, Cindy Xide Lin, "Visual Cube and On-Line Analytical Processing of Images", in Proc. 2010 ACM Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM'10), Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2010.
10. Lu Liu, Jie Tang, Jiawei Han, Meng Jiang, Shiqiang Yang, "Mining Topic-Level Influence in Heterogeneous Networks", Proc. 2010 ACM Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM'10), Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2010
11. Tim Weninger, Fabio Fumarola, Jiawei Han, and Donato Malerba, "Mapping Web Pages to Database Records via Link Paths", in Proc. 2010 ACM Int. Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM'10), Toronto, Canada, Oct. 2010.
12. Xin Jin, Andrew Gallagher, Liangliang Cao, Jiebo Luo, and Jiawei Han, "The Wisdom of Social Multimedia: Using Flickr for Prediction and Classification", in Proc. 2010 ACM Int. Conf. (ACM Multimedia'10), Florence, Italy, Oct. 2010.
13. Ming Ji, Yizhou Sun, Marina Danilevsky, Jiawei Han, and Jing Gao, "Graph Regularized Transductive Classification on Heterogeneous Information Networks", in Proc. 2010 European Conf. on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECMLPKDD'10), Barcelona, Spain, Sept. 2010.
14. Hyung Sul Kim, Sangkyum Kim, Tim Weninger, Jiawei Han, and Tarek Abdelzaher, "NDPMine: Efficiently Mining Discriminative Numerical Features for Pattern-Based Classification", in Proc. 2010 European Conf. on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECMLPKDD'10), Barcelona, Spain, Sept. 2010.
15. Mohammad M. Masud, Qing Chen, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Charu Aggarwal, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "Classification and Novel Class Detection in Data Streams over Dynamic Feature Space", in Proc. 2010 European Conf. on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECMLPKDD'10), Barcelona, Spain, Sept. 2010.
17. Zhenhui Li, Bolin Ding, Jiawei Han, and Roland Kays, "Swarm: Mining Relaxed Temporal Moving Object Clusters", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'10), Singapore, Sept. 2010.
18. Peixiang Zhao and Jiawei Han, "OnGraph Query Optimization in Large Networks", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'10), Singapore, Sept. 2010.[sl]es
19. Zhijun Yin, Manish Gupta, Tim Weninger, and Jiawei Han, "A Unified Framework for Link Recommendation Using Random Walks", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Advances in Social Networks Analysis and Mining (ASONAM'10), Oldense, Denmark, Aug. 2010.
20. Sangkyum Kim, Xin Jin, and Jiawei Han, "DisIClass: Discriminative Frequent Pattern-Based Image Classification", in Proc. 2010 KDD Workshop on Multimedia Data Mining (MMD'10), Washington, D.C., July 2010
21. Jiawei Han, "Mining Useful Patterns: An Evolutionary View", (Keynote Speech), in 2010 SIGKDD workshop on Useful Patterns (UP'10), Washington D.C., July 2010.
22. Yizhou Sun, Jie Tang, Jiawei Han, Manish Gupta, and Bo Zhao, "Community Evolution Detection in Dynamic Heterogeneous Information Networks", in Proc. 2010 KDD Workshop on Mining and Learning with Graphs (MLG'10), Washington D.C., July 2010.
23. Tim Xidin, Surya Ramachandran, Daniel Greene, Jack Hart, Anand Kancherlapalli, William H. Hsu, and Jiawei Han, "Speech-Assisted Radiology System for Retrieval, Reporting and Annotation", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), (demo paper), Washington D.C., July 2010.

24. Jing Gao, Feng Liang, Wei Fan, Chi Wang, Yizhou Sun, and Jiawei Han, "Community Outliers and Their Efficient Detection in Information Networks", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), Washington D.C., July 2010.

25. Zhenhui Li, Bolin Ding, Jiawei Han, Roland Kays, and Peter Nye, "Mining Periodic Behaviors for Moving Objects", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), Washington D.C., July 2010.

26. Cindy Xide Lin, Bo Zhao, Qiaozhu Mei, and Jiawei Han, "A Statistical Model for Popular Event Tracking in Social Communities", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), Washington D.C., July 2010.

27. Chi Wang, Jiawei Han, Yuntao Jia, Jie Tang, Duo Zhang, Yintao Yu, and Jingyi Guo, "Mining Advisor-Advisee Relationships from Research Publication Networks", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), Washington D.C., July 2010.

28. Jiawei Han, Yizhou Sun, XiFeng Yan, and Philip S. Yu, "Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks", Tutorial at the 2010 ACM SIGKDD Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’10), Washington D.C., July 2010.

29. Zhenhui Li, Ming J. Jae-Gil Lee, LuAn Tang, Yintao Yu, Jiawei Han, and Roland Kays, "MoveMine: Mining Moving Object Databases", in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGMOD Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD’10), Indianapolis, Indiana, June 2010.

30. Jiawei Han, Yizhou Sun, XiFeng Yan, and Philip S. Yu, "Mining Knowledge from Databases: An Information Network Analysis Approach" (tutorial), in Proc. 2010 ACM SIGMOD Conf. on Management of Data (SIGMOD’10), Indianapolis, Indiana, June 2010.

31. Mohammad M. Masud, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Jiawei Han, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "Classification and Novel Class Detection in Data Streams with Active Mining", in Proc. 2010 Pacific-Asia Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD’10), Hyderabad, India, June 2010.

32. Cindy Xide Lin, Xintao Yu, Jiawei Han, and Bing Liu, "Hierarchical Clustering of Webpages via Cross-Page and In-Page Link Structures", in Proc. 2010 Pacific-Asia Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD’10), Hyderabad, India, June 2010.

33. Jiawei Han, Fei Chiang, Jiawei Han, and Jiawei Han, "On the Power of Ensemble: Supervised and Unsupervised Methods Reconciled", Tutorial at 2010 SIAM Data Mining Conf. (SDM’10), Columbus, Ohio, May 2010.

34. Jiawei Han, "Data Mining: Dynamic Past and Promising Future", Panel Talk at 2010 SIAM Data Mining Conf. (SDM’10), Columbus, Ohio, April 2010.

35. Mohammad Mafi Hasan Khan, Hieu K. Le, Michael LeMay, Parya Moinzadeh, Lili Wang, Yong Yang, Dong K. Noh, Tarek Abdelzaher, Carl A. Gunter, Jiawei Han, Xin Jin, "Diagnosing Powertracing for Sensor Node Failure Analysis", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN’10), Stockholm, Sweden, April 2010.

36. Xintao Yu, Steven Spangler, Rui Ma, and Jiawei Han, "Topic Initiator Detection on the World Wide Web", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010.

37. Tim Weninger, William H. Hsu, and Jiawei Han, "CETR Content Extraction via Tag Ratios", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010.

38. Xin Jin, Jiebo Luo, Jie Yu, Gang Wang, Dhiraj Joshi, and Jiawei Han, "RIN: Image Retrieval in Image Rich Information Networks", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (demo paper)

39. Zhenhui Li, Ding Zhou, YunFang Juan, and Jiawei Han, "KeyWord Extraction for Social Snippets", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (Poster paper)

40. Liangliang Cao, Andrey Del Pozo, Xin Jin, Jiebo Luo, Jiawei Han, and Thomas S. Huang, "RankCompete: Simultaneous Ranking and Clustering of Web Pages", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (Poster paper)

41. Cindy Xide Lin, Bo Zhao, Tim Weninger, Jiawei Han, and Bing Liu, "Entity Relation Discovery from Web Tables and Links", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (Poster paper)

42. Zhijun Yin, Manish Gupta, Tim Weninger and Jiawei Han, "LINKREC: A Unified Framework for Link Recommendation with User Attributes and Graph Structure", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (Poster paper)

43. Jie Yu, Xin Jin, Jiawei Han, and Jiebo Luo, "Social Group Suggestion from User Image Collections", in Proc. 2010 Int. World Wide Web Conf. (WWW’10), Raleigh, NC, April 2010. (Poster paper)

44. Liangliang Cao, Jiebo Luo, Andrew Gallacher, Xin Jin, Jiawei Han, and Thomas S. Huang, "A Worldwide Tourism Recommendation System Based on Geotagged Web Photos", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing (ICASSP’10), Dallas, TX, March 2010.

45. Jiawei Han, Zhenhui Li, and Lu An Tang, "Mining Moving Object and Traffic Data", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA’10), (Conference Tutorial), Tsukuba, Japan, April 2010.

46. Zhenhui Li, Jae-Gil Lee, Xiaolei Li, and Jiawei Han, "Incremental Clustering for Trajectories", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA’10), Tsukuba, Japan, April 2010.

47. Lu Liu, FeiChu Zhu, Chen Chen, XiFeng Yan, Jiawei Han, Philip Yu, and Shiqiang Yang, "Mining Diversity on Networks", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Database Systems for Advanced Applications (DASFAA’10), Tsukuba, Japan, April 2010.

48. Cuiping Li, Jiawei Han, Xin Jin, Yizhou Sun, Yintao Yu, and Tianyi Wu, "Fast Computation of SimRank for Static and Dynamic Information Networks", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Extending Database Technology (EDBT’10), Lausanne, Switzerland, March 2010.

49. Tianyi Wu, Yizhou Sun, Cuiping Li, and Jiawei Han, "Region-based Online Promotion Analysis", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Extending Database Technology (EDBT’10), Lausanne, Switzerland, March 2010.

50. Hyun Duk Kim, ChengXiang Zhai and Jiawei Han, "Aggregation of Multiple Judgments for Evaluating Ordered Lists", in Proc. 2010 European Conf. on Information Retrieval (ECIR’10), Milton Keynes, UK, March 2010.

51. Dustin Bortner and Jiawei Han, "Progressive Clustering of Networks Using Structure-Connected Order of Traversal", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE’10), Long Beach, CA, March 2010.

52. Bolin Ding, Bo Zhao, Cindy Xide Lin, Jiawei Han, Chengxiang Zhai, "TopCells: Keyword-Based Search of Top-k Aggregated Documents in Text Cube", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE’10), Long Beach, CA, March 2010.

53. XiFeng Yan, Bin He, FeiChu Zhu, Jiawei Han, "Top-K Aggregation Queries Over Large Networks", in Proc. 2010 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE’10), Long Beach, CA, March 2010.

54. Lu Liu, FeiChu Zhu, Meng Jiang, Jiawei Han, Lifeng Sun, and Shiqiang Yang, "Mining diversity on social media networks", Multimedia Tools and Applications, accepted, 2010.

55. Mohammad M. Masud, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Jiawei Han, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "Classification and Novel Class Detection in Concept-Drifting Data Streams under Time Constraints", IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, accepted Feb. 2010.

56. Deng Cai, Xiaofei He, and Jiawei Han, "Locally Consistent Concept Factorization for Document Clustering", IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, 22, 2010, accepted 14-Jan-2010.

57. Chiar C. Aggarwal, Chen Chen and Jiawei Han, "The Inverse Classification Problem", Journal of Computer Science and Technology, accepted Dec. 2009.
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1. Yizhou Sun, Jiawei Han, Jing Gao, and Yintao Yu, "TopicModel: Information Network-Integrated Topic Modeling", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'09), Miami, FL, Dec. 2009.
2. Xiong Yu, Lu An Tang, and Jiawei Han, "Filtering and Refinement: A Two-Stage Approach for Efficient and Effective Anomaly Detection", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'09), Miami, FL, Dec. 2009.
3. Samson Hauguel, ChengXiang Zhai, and Jiawei Han, "Parallel PathFinder Algorithms for Mining Structures from Graphs", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'09), Miami, FL, Dec. 2009.
4. Jing Gao, Feng Liang, Wei Fan, Yizhou Sun, and Jiawei Han, "Graph-based Consensus Maximization among Multiple Supervised and Unsupervised Models", in Proc. NIPS 2009 Neural Info. Processing Systems Conf. (NIPS'09), Vancouver, B.C., Canada, Dec. 2009.
5. Peixiang Zhao, Jiawei Han, Yizhou Sun, "P-Rank: A Comprehensive Structural Similarity Measure over Information Networks", in Proc. 2009 ACM Conf. on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM'09), Hong Kong, China, Nov. 2009.
6. Tianyi Wu and Jiawei Han, "Subspace Discovery for Promotion: A Cell Clustering Approach", in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. on Discovery Science (DS'09), Porto, Portugal, Oct. 2009.
7. Min-So Kim and Jiawei Han, "CHRONICLE: A Two-Stage Density-based Clustering Algorithm for Dynamic Networks", in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. on Discovery Science (DS'09), Porto, Portugal, Oct. 2009.
8. Jiawei Han, "Mining Heterogeneous Information Networks by Exploring the Power of Links", in Proc. 12th Int. Conf. on Discovery Science (DS'09), Porto, Portugal, Oct. 2009. (invited talk)
9. Chandrasekar Ramachandran, Rahul Malik, Xin Jin, Jing Gao, Klara Nahrstedt, and Jiawei Han, "VideoMule: A Consensus Learning Approach to Multi-Label Classification from Noisy User-Generated Videos", in Proc. 2009 ACM Int. Conf. on Multimedia (ACM-MM'09), Beijing, China, Oct. 2009.
10. Mohammad M. Masud, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Jiawei Han, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "Integrating Novel Class Detection with Classification for Concept-Drifting Data Streams", in Proc. 2009 European Conf. on Machine Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (ECMLPKDD'09), Bled, Slovenia, Sept. 2009.
11. Min-Soo Kim and Jiawei Han, "A Particle-and-Density Based Evolutionary Clustering Method for Dynamic Networks", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'09), Lyon, France, Aug. 2009.
12. Tianyi Wu, Dong Xin, Qiaozhu Mei, and Jiawei Han, "Promotion Analysis in Multi-Dimensional Space", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'09), Lyon, France, Aug. 2009.
13. Chen Chen, Cindy Xide Lin, Matt Fredrikson, Mihai Cristodorescu, Xinfeng Yan, and Jiawei Han, "Mining Graph Patterns Efficiently via Randomized Summaries", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'09), Lyon, France, Aug. 2009.
14. Yintao Yu, Cindy Xide Lin, Yizhou Sun, Chen Jiawei Han, Binbin Liao, Tianyi Wu, ChengXiang Zhai, Duo Zhang, and Bo Zhao, "In extCube: Information Network-Enhanced Text Cube", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB'09) (system demo), Lyon, France, Aug. 2009.
15. David Lo, Hong Cheng, Jiawei Han, SiauCheng Khoo, and Chengnian Sun, "Classification of Software Behaviors for Failure Detection: A Discriminative Pattern Mining Approach", in Proc. 2009 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'09), Paris, France, June 2009.
16. Yizhou Sun, Yintao Yu, and Jiawei Han, "Ranking-Based Clustering of Heterogeneous Information Networks with Star Network Schema", in Proc. 2009 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'09), Paris, France, June 2009.
17. Zhijun Yin, Rui Li, Qiaozhu Mei, and Jiawei Han, "Exploring Social Tagging Graph for Web Object Classification", in Proc. 2009 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'09), Paris, France, June 2009.
18. Jing Gao, Wei Fan, Yizhou Sun, and Jiawei Han, "Heterogeneous Source Consensus Learning via Decision Propagation and Negotiation", in Proc. 2009 ACM SIGKDD Int. Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD'09), Paris, France, June 2009.
19. Duolun Cai, Xiaofei He, Xuanhui Wang, Hujun Bao, Jiawei Han, "Locality Preserving Nonnegative Matrix Factorization", in Proc. 2009 Int. Joint Conf. on Arti_cial Intelligence(UAI-09), Pasadena, CA, July 2009.
20. Mohammad Maafi Hasan Khan, Tarek Abdelzaher, Jiawei Han, and Hossein Ahmadi, "Finding Symbolic Bug Patterns in Sensor Networks", in Proc. 2009 IEEE Int. Conf. on Distributed Computing in Sensor Systems (DCOSS'09), Marina Del Rey, CA, June 2009.
21. Jing Gao, Guofei Jiang, Haifeng Chen, and Jiawei Han, "Modeling Probabilistic Measurement Correlations for Problem Determination in Large-Scale Distributed Systems", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS'09), Montreal, Quebec, Canada, June 2009.
22. Mohammad M Masud, Jing Gao, Latifur Khan, Jiawei Han, and Bhavani Thuraisingham, "A Multi-Partition Multi-Chunk Ensemble Technique to Classify Concept-Drifting Data Streams", in Proc. 2009 Pacific-Asia Conf. on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (PAKDD'09), Bangkok, Thailand, Apr. 2009.
23. Xin Jin, Sangkyum Kim, Jiawei Han, Liangliang Cao, and Zhijun Yin, "GAD: General Activity Detection for Fast Clustering on Large Data", in Proc. 2009 SIAM Int. Conf. on Data Mining (SDM'09), Sparks, NV, April 2009.
24. Marisa Thoma, Hong Cheng, Arthur Gretton, Jiawei Han, Hans-Peter Kriegel, Alexander J. Smola, Le Song, Phillip S. Yu, Xinfeng Yan, and Karsten M. Borgwardt, "Near-Optimal SupervisedFeature Selection among Frequent Subgraphs", in Proc. 2009 SIAM Int. Conf. on Data Mining (SDM'09), Sparks, NV, April 2009.
25. Duo Zhang, Chengxiang Zhai and Jiawei Han, "Topic Cube: Topic Modeling for OLAP on Multidimensional Text Databases", in Proc. 2009 SIAM Int. Conf. on Data Mining (SDM'09), Sparks, NV, April 2009.
26. Yizhou Sun, Jiawei Han, Peixiang Zhao, Zhijun Yin, Hong Cheng, Tianyi Wu, "RankClus: Integrating Clustering with Ranking for Heterogeneous Information Network Analysis", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Extending Data Base Technology (EDBT'09), Saint-Petersburg, Russia, Mar. 2009.
27. Jiawei Han, Xinfeng Yan, and Philip S. Yu, "Scalable OLAP and Mining of Information Networks", 2009 Int. Conf. on Extending Data Base Technology (EDBT'09), Saint-Petersburg, Russia, Mar. 2009.
28. Bolin Ding, David Lo, Jiawei Han, and Siau-Cheng Khoo, "Efficient Mining of Closed Repetitive Gapped Subsequences from a Sequence Database", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE'09), Shanghai, China, Mar. 2009.
29. Xiaolai Li, Zhenhui Li, Jiawei Han, and Jae-Gil Lee, "Temporal Outlier Detection in Vehicle Traffic Data", in Proc. 2009 Int. Conf. on Data Engineering (ICDE'09), Shanghai, China, Mar. 2009.
30. Jiawei Han and Jing Gao, "Research Challenges for Data Mining in Science and Engineering", in H. Kargupta, et al., (eds.), Next Generation of Data Mining, Chapman & Hall, 2009.
31. Feida Zhu, Xifeng Yan, Jiawei Han and Philip S. Yu, "Mining Frequent Approximate Sequential Patterns", in H. Kargupta, et al., (eds.), Next Generation of Data Mining, Chapman & Hall, 2009.
32. Chen Chen, Xifeng Yan, Feida Zhu, Jiawei Han, and Philip S. Yu, "Graph OLAP: A Multi-Dimensional Framework for Graph Data Analysis", accepted by Knowledge and Information Systems (KAIS), 2009.
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1. Chen Chen, Xifeng Yan, Feida Zhu, Jiawei Han, and Philip S. Yu, "Graph OLAP: Towards Online Analytical Processing on Graphs", in Proc. 2008 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'08), Pisa, Italy, Dec. 2008.
2. Deng Cai, Xiaofei He, Xiaoyun Wu, and Jiawei Han, "Non-negative Matrix Factorization on Manifold", in Proc. 2008 Int. Conf. on Data Mining (ICDM'08), Pisa, Italy, Dec. 2008.
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